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About Me 
● Narrative Designer at Ubisoft Massive in Sweden.

● Previous work includes scriptwriting and story design 

for AAA and indie, including console, mobile, and VR. 

● Studied English Literature at University College Cork.  



Story versus Narrative
Narrative is not just story. 

A game’s narrative consists of: 

● Worldbuilding and lore 

● Character development and character arcs 

● The player’s journey

● The impact of player choice (if they have any)

● And more...

The narrative designer’s job is to design how the player will experience and 

engage with the game’s narrative. 



Narrative Designer, or Writer? 
Narrative designers design how the player experiences a game’s narrative, 

rather than telling the player a story.

As noted by writer Eric Stirpe and narrative designer Molly Maloney*:

● The writer is primarily concerned with the characters’ role.

● The narrative designer is primarily concerned with the player’s role.

The role of writer and narrative designer has a lot of overlap. In some studios, 

the role encompasses both. 

*Credit to Eric Stirpe and Molly Maloney’s GDC talk Writing and Narrative Design: A Relationship



The Role of the Writer
● Develop and write the game story

● Develop and write character bios, emotional arcs

● Cast actors for voice and mocap, and are present for shoots

● Act as the “lorekeepers” for the narrative rules of the game world 

and its backstory

● Work closely with storyboard artists and the animation team on 

the intent of cinematics

● Are responsible for all text in game



So, is narrative design about writing or gameplay? 

It’s both! 

Narrative designers can be responsible for:

● Developing story and characters

● Designing quests/missions

● The development of the player character

● “Quest Verbs” - the actions that determine how the player engages 

with the world

● Designing narrative features e.g. dialogue system, collectibles, etc. 

● Designing narrative systems and tools



Narrative designers bridge the gap between 
story and gameplay. 



Narrative and Design
While writers consider the story, narrative 
designers consider how the player interacts
with the story.

This is why developing the narrative and the 
mechanics of a game in parallel can make all the 
difference to the feel of a game. 



Finding the Balance
Too much narrative can break player engagement... 

but

Too much gameplay can be stressful! 

Narrative designers must find this balance.



Making the Player Care

The writer can create compelling characters and write emotional 

dialogue, but it’s up to the narrative designer to introduce these 

characters to players in compelling ways. 

This process can involve a lot of writer/narrative designer 

collaboration and overlap.

The player doesn’t care about your story 

(at least, not right away)



Visual Scripting

While writers usually work on 

scriptwriting software, narrative 

designers often work in the game 

engine. 

You don’t need to learn how to 

code, but familiarity with visual 

scripting/node-based scripting is 

valuable.



Career Paths 

Most narrative designers come from a technical or writing 

background. It’s fine to be stronger in one over the other -

most people are! 

A university degree makes international job-hunting much 

easier.



Breaking in
● Create your own games that showcase your 

understanding of both narrative and design. 
○ Twine

○ Inky

○ Unity

○ Unreal

● Write scripts, character bios, branching dialogue! 

● Put your portfolio online. Be accessible.

● Network and mentorship.



Consider Narrative Game Mechanics



Useful resources:

Free GDC talks

E.g. Writing and Narrative Design: A Relationship, by Eric Stirpe and Molly 
Maloney

Open-source books

E.g. Narrative Mechanics: S trategies and Meanings in Games and Real Life - Beat 
Suter, Rene Bauer, Mela Kocher (EDS.)

Paid resources: 

The Game Narrative Toolbox and The Advanced Game Narrative Toolbox



Thank you!
Social: @aoifeofriel 


